
Welcome to Mostonbrook. 
Animal “Sanctuary”   Llanfyrnach, Pembrokeshire  SA35 0AS 

Also known as “Equine Home Of Rest”



For a brief history, where better than to give you 
their own words.

 HOME OF REST FOR OLD SICK AND UNWANTED ANIMALS
MOSTONBROOK SANCTUARY DOLFYNYDD FARM LLWYNDRAIN 
LLANFYRNACH PEMBROKESHIRE SA35 0AS
TELL 01239 831 760

“We take the animals no other sanctuary will take the desperate the un 
riddable the blind and the lame
the sanctuary was started way back in time in Manchester by GRACE AND 
HARRY CLEWORTH they would take any animal cat dog rabbit pony goat 
hen goose and look after them over the years from 1946 onwards there work 
was noticed in 1952 Hazel [thats me ] was born and the journey of rescue 
became became a long and winding rd of unwated animals by 1966 Harry 
had the kennels as a bording kennels and of course by 67 the were full of 
rescues
by this time i became a dog groomer so like now dogs always came to us
over the years the sanctuary grew and grew and by the early 70's that when 
all the young people also came to help many of them on face book they were 
wonderful as they helped care for animals in desperate need of love all inner 
city kids of all types they were wonderful days full of love and laughter
Happily they are now all grown up
in 1996 after years of floods and the council wanting to grab the land the 
Cleworths owned the council forced out the Cleworth family and the 
sanctuary out of manchester in the end by an arson attack on the sanctuary 

so we came to Wales ”



Moving forward, after originally sharing what was thought 
a “stolen dogs post” things didn't quite add up and then this 
happened. 

As you browse through the following small selection of 
photographs please try to keep a few things in mind whilst 
you look.



This is supposedly a sanctuary, a safe-haven..

This is supposed to be a “home of rest”

This is supposed to be where animals can live out their 
days in comfort and embraced with love and affection, 
made part of the family.

The RSPCA have given this place the OK many times 
apparently..

These animals were supposedly 'rescued' from terrible 
places, taken from puppy farms... they had already lived in 
filth and squalor, they'd already been abused and 
abandoned, they'd already had enough.

This was their chance at a proper 'life'.....









Would you leave your dog here?



This is the opposite of a safe-haven, this the opposite 
of sanctuary, this what we try to rescue animals from!

As more and more evidence began to come out.. 



RIP COCO





This is just a snippet of what has so far been uncovered, if 
you would like to learn more, please join this group 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/444934745965937/


